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Summary of Classes
EPHMRA ATC Code/Description Changes 2023

New Codes, Deleted Codes and Altered Descriptions

New Codes

B2E1    THROMBOPOIETIN AGONISTS
B2E9    PLATELET-ENHANCING PRODUCTS, OTHER
J5C8    HIV ANTIVIRALS, MULTICLASS COMBINATION PRODUCTS

Deleted Codes

NONE

Altered Descriptions

A5       BILIARY TRACT AND LIVER DISORDER PRODUCTS
A5A      BILIARY TRACT DISORDER PRODUCTS
A5A1     CHOLAGOGUES
A5A9     BILIARY TRACT DISORDER PRODUCTS, OTHER
A5B      LIVER DISORDER PRODUCTS, HEPATIC PROTECTORS AND LIPOTROPICS
B2       BLOOD COAGULATION SYSTEM PRODUCTS
B2E      PLATELET-ENHANCING PRODUCTS
N2C1     ANTI-MIGRAINE SELECTIVE SEROTONIN AGONISTS